Abstract. We present new algorithms for the problem of multiple string matching of gapped patterns, where a gapped pattern is a sequence of strings such that there is a gap of fixed length between each two consecutive strings. The problem has applications in the discovery of transcription factor binding sites in DNA sequences when using generalized versions of the Position Weight Matrix model to describe transcription factor specificities. We present a simple practical algorithm, based on bit-parallelism, that, given a text of length n, runs in time O(n(log σ + gw-span k-len(P)/w ) + occ), where occ is the number of occurrences of the patterns in the text, k-len(P) is the total number of strings in the patterns and 1 ≤ gw-span ≤ w is the maximum number of distinct gap lengths that span a single word of w bits in our encoding. We then show how to improve the time complexity to O(n(log σ + log 2 gsize(P) k-len(P)/w ) + occ) in the worst-case, where gsize(P) is the size of the variation range of the gap lengths. Finally, by parallelizing in a different order we obtain O( n/w len(P)+n+occ) time, where len(P) is the total number of alphabet symbols in the patterns. We also provide experimental results which show that the presented algorithms are fast in practice, and preferable if all the strings in the patterns have unit-length.
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Introduction
We consider the problem of matching a set P of gapped patterns against a given text of length n, where a gapped pattern is a sequence of strings, over a finite alphabet Σ of size σ, such that there is a gap of fixed length between each two consecutive strings. We are interested in computing the list of matching patterns for each position in the text. Although our results are general, we focus on the case in which all the strings in the patterns have unit length. This problem is a specific instance of the Variable Length Gaps string matching problem (VLG problem) for multiple patterns and has applications in the discovery of transcription factor (TF) binding sites in DNA sequences when using generalized versions of the Position Weight Matrix (PWM) model to represent TF binding specificities.
In the VLG problem a pattern is a concatenation of strings and of variablelength gaps. An efficient approach to solve the problem for a single pattern is based on the simulation of nondeterministic finite automata [10, 6] . A method to solve the case of one or more patterns is to translate the patterns into a regular expression [11, 4] . The best time bound for a regular expression is O(n(k log w w + log σ)) [4] , where k is the number of the strings and gaps in the pattern and w is the machine word size in bits. Observe that in the case of unit-length keywords k = Θ(len(P)), where len(P) is the total number of alphabet symbols in the patterns. There are also algorithms efficient in terms of the total number α of occurrences of the strings in the patterns (keywords) within the text [9, 13, 3] 5 . The best bound obtained for a single pattern is O(n log σ + α) [3] . This method can also be extended to multiple patterns. However, if all the keywords have unit length this result is not ideal, because in this case α is Ω(n len(P) σ ) on average if we assume that the symbols in the patterns are sampled from Σ according to a uniform distribution. A similar approach for multiple patterns [8] leads to O(n(log σ + K) + α ) time, where K is the maximum number of suffixes of a keyword that are also keywords and α is the number of text occurrences of pattern prefixes that end with a keyword. This result may be preferable in general when α < α. In the case of unit-length keywords, however, a lower bound similar to the one on α holds also for α , as the prefixes of unit length have on average Ω(n |P| σ ) occurrences in the text. Recently, a variant of this algorithm based on word-level parallelism was presented in [15] . This algorithm works in time O(n(log σ+(log |P|+ k w )α m )), where k in this case is the maximum number of keywords in a single pattern and α m ≥ α/n is the maximum number of occurrences of keywords at a single text position. When α or α is large, the bound of [4] may be preferable. The drawback of this algorithm is that, to our knowledge, the method used to implement fixed-length gaps, based on maintaining multiple bit queues using word-level parallelism, is not practical.
Note that the above bounds do not include preprocessing time and the log σ term in them is due to the simulation of the Aho-Corasick automaton for the strings in the patterns.
In this paper we present new simple algorithms for the problem of matching a set of gapped patterns. Our algorithms are based on dynamic programming and bit-parallelism. The first algorithm has O(n(log σ + g w-span k-len(P)/w ) + occ)-time complexity, where k-len(P) is the total number of keywords in the patterns and 1 ≤ g w-span ≤ w is the maximum number of distinct gap lengths that span a single word in our encoding. Although it is preferable only when g w-span w, it can also be used as a filter to speed up the algorithm by Haapasalo et al [8] . We then show how to improve the time bound to O(n(log σ + log 2 g size (P) k-len(P)/w ) + occ), where g size (P) is the size of the variation range of the gap lengths. Note that in the case of unit-length keywords we have k-len(P) = len(P). This bound is a moderate improvement over the more general bound for regular expressions by Bille and Thorup [4] for log g size (P) = o( √ log w). The second algorithm is based on a different parallelization of the dynamic programming matrix and has O( n/w len(P)+n+occ)-time complexity. The advantage of this bound is that it does not depend on the number of distinct gap lengths. However, it is not strictly on-line, because it processes the text w characters at a time and it also depends on len(P) rather than on k-len(P). The proposed algorithms obtain a bound similar to the one of [4] , in the restricted case of fixed-length gaps, while being also practical. For this reason, they provide an effective alternative when α or α is large. They are also fast in practice, as shown by experimental evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some preliminary notions and elementary facts. In Section 3 we discuss the motivation for our work. In Section 4 and 5 we present the new algorithms for the problem of matching gapped patterns. Finally, in Section 6 we present experimental results to evaluate the performance of our algorithms. 
Basic notions and definitions
where S i ∈ Σ * , |S i | ≥ 1, is the i-th string (keyword) and j i ≥ 0 is the length of the gap between keywords S i and S i+1 , for i = 1, . . . , . We can transform P into the equivalent pattern ψ(
such that all the keywords have unit length. We denote by
We say that P occurs in a string T at ending position i if
In this case we write P g T i . We denote by len(P ) = q and k-len(P ) = the number of alphabet symbols and keywords in P , respectively. The gapped pattern P i = S 1 · j 1 · S 2 · . . . · j i−1 · S i is the prefix of P of length i ≤ . Given a set of gapped patterns P, we denote by len(P) = P ∈P len(P ) and k-len(P) = P ∈P k-len(P ) the total number of symbols and keywords in the patterns, respectively.
The RAM model is assumed, with words of size w in bits. We use some bitwise operations following the standard notation as in the C language: &, |, ∼, for and, or, not and left shift, respectively. The function to compute the position of the most significant non-zero bit of a word x is log 2 (x) .
Motivation
Given a DNA sequence and a motif that describes the binding specificities of a given transcription factor, we study the problem of finding all the binding sites in the sequence that match the motif. The traditional model used to represent transcription factor motifs is the Position Weight Matrix (PWM). This model assumes that there is no correlation between positions in the sites, that is, the contribution of a nucleotide at a given position to the total affinity does not depend on the other nucleotides which appear in other positions. The problem of matching the locations in DNA sequences at which a given transcription factor binds to is well studied under the PWM model [12] . Many more advanced models have been proposed to overcome the independence assumption of the PWM (see [2] for a discussion on the most important ones). One approach, common to some models, consists in extending the PWM model by assigning weights to sets of symbol-position pairs rather than to a single pair only. We focus on the Feature Motif Model (FMM) [14] since, to our knowledge, it is the most general one. In this model the TF binding specificities are described with socalled features, i.e., rules that assign a weight to a set of associations between symbols and positions. Given a DNA sequence, a set of features and a motif length m, the matching problem consists in computing the score of each site (substring) of length m in the sequence, where the score of a site is the sum of the weights of all the features that occur in the site. Formally, a feature can be denoted as
where ω is the affinity contribution of the feature and a j ∈ {A, C, G, T } is the nucleotide which must occur at position i j , for j = 1, . . . , q and 1 ≤ i j ≤ m. It is easy to transform these rules into new rules where the left side is a gapped pattern: if i 1 < i 2 < . . . < i q , we can induce the following gapped pattern rule
Note that we maintain the last position i q to recover the original feature. This transformation has the advantage that the resulting pattern is position independent. Moreover, after this transformation, different features may share the same gapped pattern. Hence, the matching problem can be decomposed into two components: the first component identifies the occurrences of the groups of features by searching for the corresponding gapped patterns, while the second component computes the score for each candidate site using the information provided by the the first component. For a motif of length m, the second component can be easily implemented by maintaining the score for m site alignments simultaneously with a circular queue of length m. Each time a group of features with an associated set of position/weight pairs {(i 1 , ω 1 ), . . . , (i r , ω r )} is found at position j in the sequence, the algorithm adds the weight ω k to the score of the alignment that ends at position j + m − i k in the sequence, if j ≥ i k .
Online algorithm for matching a set of gapped patterns
In this section we present a practical algorithm to search for a set P of gapped patterns in a text T of length n. We first devise a simple algorithm based on dynamic programming whose time complexity matches the best known bound and then show how to parallelize it using word-level parallelism. Let P k be the k-th pattern in P and let S k i and j k i be its i-th keyword and gap length, respectively. Let also P k l be the prefix of P k of length l. We define
The algorithm computes, for each position i in T , the set D i of the prefixes of the patterns that occur at i. From the definition of D i it follows that the pattern
, (2, 1)} and there is an occurrence of P 2 and P 1 at positions 4 and 8, respectively. Let K be the set of distinct keywords in P and letT i ⊆ K be the set of matching keywords in T ending at position i. The sequenceT i , for 0 ≤ i < n, is basically a new text with character classes over K. In the case of the previous example we haveT 1 = {ac, c},T 4 = {cgt, gt} andT 8 = {ac, c}.
We replace each pattern S 1 · j 1 · S 2 · . . . · j −1 · S in P with the pattern S 1 ·j 1 ·S 2 · . . . ·j −1 ·S , with unit-length keywords over the alphabet K, wherē S i ∈ K andj i = j i + |S i+1 | − 1, for 1 ≤ i < . For P = {cgt · 2 · ac, c · 1 · gt}, the new set is {c gt · 3 ·āc,c · 2 ·ḡt} over the alphabet {c,āc,ḡt,c gt}.
The sets D i can be computed using the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Let P and T be a set of gapped patterns and a text of length n,
The idea is to match the transformed patterns against the textT . Let g min (P) and g max (P) denote the minimum and maximum gap length in the patterns, respectively. We also denote with g size (P) = g max (P) − g min (P) + 1 the size of the variation range of the gap lengths. To compute the sets D i the algorithm preprocesses the set of patterns so as to obtain the Aho-Corasick (AC) automaton [1] for K. The searching phase of the algorithm consists in iterating, for each position i, over all the elements inT i using the AC automaton and extending D i based on Lemma 1. With set membership queries that require O(1)-time, the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n log σ + α), where α is the number of occurrences of the keywords in the text. The AC automaton requires Θ(len(P)) space. Moreover, for the recursion of Lemma 1, the algorithm needs to keep the sets D computed in the last g max (P) iterations, and the maximum cardinality of each such set is bounded by k-len(P). Hence, the space complexity is O(len(P) + g max (P)k-len(P)). We omit the details because the role of this algorithm is to only provide the basic framework for our main bit-parallel algorithm.
We now describe the version of the algorithm based on word-level parallelism. We first build the AC automaton for K. Let Q denote the set of states of the automaton, root the initial state and label (q) the string which labels the path from state root to q, for any q ∈ Q. The transition function δ(q, c) is defined as the unique state q such that label (q ) is the longest suffix of label (q) · c. We also store for each state q a pointer f o (q) to the state q such that label (q ) is the longest suffix of label (q) that is also a keyword. Let
be the set of all the occurrences of keywords in the patterns in P that are suffixes of label (q), for any q ∈ Q. We preprocess B(q) for each state q such that label (q) ∈ K and compute it for any other state using B(f o (q)). The sets B can be preprocessed during the construction of the AC automaton with no overhead in the time complexity. Let G be the set of all the distinct gap lengths in the patterns. In addition to the sets B(q), we preprocess also a set C(g), for each g ∈ G, defined as follows:
. We encode the sets D i , B(q) and C(g) as bit-vectors of k-len(P) bits. The generic element (k, l) is mapped onto bit
, where k-len(P k 0 ) = 0 for any k. We denote with D i , B(q) and C(g) the bit-vectors representing the sets D i , B(q) and C(g), respectively. We also compute two additional bit-vectors I and M, such that the bit corresponding to the element (k, 1) in I and (k, k-len(P k )) in M is set to 1, for 1 ≤ k ≤ |P|. We basically mark the first and the last bit of each pattern, respectively. Let H i be the bit-vector equal to the bitwise or of the bit-vectors
for each g ∈ G. Then the corresponding set H i is equal to
Let q −1 = root and q i = δ(q i−1 , T [i]) be the state of the AC automaton after reading symbol T [i]. It is not hard to see that B(f o (q i )) encodes the setT i . The bit-vector D i can then be computed using the following bitwise operations:
which correspond to the relation
To report all the patterns that match at position i it is enough to iterate over all the bits set in D i & M. The algorithm, named gq-matcher, is given in Figure 1 . The bit-vector H i can be constructed in time O(g w-span k-len(P)/w ), 1 ≤ g w-span ≤ w, as follows: we compute Equation 1 for each word of the bit-vector separately, starting from the least significant one. For a given word with index j, we have to compute equation 1 only for each g ∈ G such that the j-th word of C(g) has at least one bit set. Each position in the bit-vector is spanned by exactly one gap, so the number of such g is at most w. Hence, if we maintain, for each word index j, the list G j of all the distinct gap lengths that span the corresponding positions, we can compute H i in time k-len(P)/w j=1 |G j |, which yields the advertised bound by replacing |G j | with g w-span = max j |G j |.
The time complexity of the searching phase of the algorithm is then O(n(log σ+g w-span k-len(P)/w )+occ), while the space complexity is O(len(P)+ (g max (P) + k-len(P)) k-len(P)/w ).
Observe that the size of the sets G j depends also on the ordering of the patterns (unless k-len(P ) is a multiple of w for each P ∈ P), since more than one pattern can be packed into the same word. Hence, it can be possibly reduced by finding an ordering that maps onto the same word patterns that share many gap lengths. We now show that the problem of minimizing j |G j | is hard. In order to formally define the problem, we introduce the following definition: Then, the problem of minimizing j |G j | can be stated as (where in our case we have n = |P|, b = w, U = G and
Problem 1 (Permutation with Minimum Distinct Binned Symbols, PMDBS). Given a sequence of n lists of integers L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L n over a universe U , and an integer b, find the permutation π of 1, . . . , n which minimizes the sum, over all lists
Theorem 1. Problem PMDBS is NP-hard in the strong sense.
Proof. We reduce from the Hamiltonian Path Problem (see [7] for basic notions and definitions). In the decision version of the Problem PMDBS, we ask for a permutation π of 1, . . . , n such that the sum, over all lists
The idea behind our reduction is that the vertices of a graph G will be encoded by lists, where the list of a vertex consists of the indices of the edges incident to it, under a suitable encoding. This encoding will be such that, choosing M suitably, all adjacent lists in a permutation of 1, . . . , n satisfying the bound M correspond to vertices adjacent in G. Entering into details, given an input G = (V = {v 1 , . . . , v n }, E = {e 1 , . . . , e m }) to the Hamiltonian Path Problem, we construct the following instance L G to Problem 1 (see Fig. 2 for an example).
-We have lists L 1 , . . . , L n .
-The universe U consists of numbers {1, . . . , m}, which will be used to encode adjacencies, and numbers {m+1, . . . , n 2 −m}, which will be used for padding, to ensure that all lists have the same length.
-For every vertex v i ∈ V , having e i1 , e i2 , . . . , e it as incident edges, we say that the basic list of L i is the list i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i t padded (at the end) with m − t new numbers from {m + 1, . . . , n 2 − m}, unused by any other list. Finally, list L i consists of n concatenated copies of its basic list, so that |L i | = nm.
-We set b = (n + 1)m and M = (2m − 1)(n − 1) + m.
We show that G has a Hamiltonian path if and only if instance L G admits a permutation π of 1, . . . , n such that the sum, over all lists
Since the values of the integers in U are bounded by a polynomial in the size of the lists L 1 , . . . , L n , this claim will entail the NP-hardness in the strong sense of Problem PMDBS.
First, observe that from the choice of b and of the lengths of lists L i , for any permutation π of 1, . . . , n, the b-mapping L
has a special form. Indeed, since b = (n + 1)m, and the length of the lists L i is nm, we have that r = (n 2 m)/((n + 1)m) = n 2 /(n + 1) = n. It can be easily shown by induction that, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, list L b j consists of the last (n − j + 1)m integers in the list L π(j) followed by the first jm integers from the list
For the forward direction, let P = v i1 , . . . , v in be a Hamiltonian path of G. We show that the permutation π of 1, . . . , n defined such that π(j) For the backward implication, let π be a permutation of 1, . . . , n such that the sum, over all lists
, of the number of distinct elements in L b is at most M . We claim that the sequence P = v π(1) , . . . , v π(n) is a Hamiltonian path in G. Since π is a permutation of 1, . . . , n, we only have to show that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, there is an edge between v π(i) and is at most 2m − 1, we have that lists L π(j) and L π(j+1) share at least one integer. We padded the basic lists of L π(j) and L π(j+1) with integers unique to them, thus the only integer shared by them must be the index of the edge incident to both v π(j) and v π(j+1) . Such an edge connects v π(j) and v π(j+1) , and thus P is a path in G.
The gq-matcher algorithm is preferable only when g w-span
w. However, it can also be used as a filter to speed up the pma algorithm [8] . The idea is to search for the set of the prefixes of a fixed small length k of the patterns in P with the gq-matcher algorithm and feed all the occurrences to pma in such a way that pma starts from the prefixes of length k. In this way we reduce the α term in the time complexity of pma to the number of occurrences in the text of pattern prefixes of length ≥ k, which can be significantly better in this context.
We now show how to improve the time complexity in the worst-case by constructing an equivalent set of patterns with O(log g size (P)) distinct gap lengths. W.l.o.g. we assume that g min (P) and g max (P) are a power of two (if they are not we round them to the nearest power of two). Let lsb(n) be the bit position of the least significant bit set in the binary encoding of n, for n ≥ 1. Observe that, for any positive g ∈ G, the minimum and maximum value for lsb(g) are log g min (P) and log g max (P), respectively, and the number of bits set in the binary encoding of g is O(log g size (P)). Let also
We augment the alphabet Σ with a wildcard symbol * that matches any symbol of the original alphabet and define by recursion the function
that maps a gap length g onto a concatenation of l gap lengths and l −1 wildcard symbols, where l is the number of bits set in the binary encoding of g if g is positive or 1 otherwise. By definition, all the gaps in the resulting sequence belong to the set
We generate a new set of patterns P from P, by transforming each pattern S 1 ·j 1 ·S 2 · . . . ·j −1 ·S in P into the equivalent pattern
Observe that extending the algorithm presented above to handle wildcard symbols is straightforward. By definition of φ we have that k-len(P ) < log g size (P)k-len(P), since the number of gaps that are split is at most k-len(P) − |P| and the number of wildcard symbols that are added per gap is at most log g size (P). The number of words needed for a bit-vector is then < log g size (P)k-len(P)/w ≤ log g size (P) k-len(P)/w . In this way we obtain an equivalent set of patterns such that the set G of distinct gap lengths is contained in G and so its cardinality is O(log g size (P)). We thus obtain the following result:
gq-matcher-t (P, T ) Fig. 3 . gq-matcher-t algorithm.
Theorem 2. Given a set P of gapped patterns and a text T of length n, all the occurrences in T of the patterns in P can be reported in time O(n(log σ + log 2 g size (P) k-len(P)/w ) + occ).
Row-wise parallelization for text given in chunks
We now describe a slightly different solution, based on the ideas of the (δ, α)-matching algorithm described in [5] . This algorithm works for a single pattern only, thus to solve the multi-pattern case we need to run (the search phase of) the algorithm several times. In this algorithm we take a different approach to handle arbitrary length keywords. In particular, we first transform each pattern in P into the corresponding ψ-encoding, so that all the keywords have unit length and the number of keywords is len(P). We also parallelize over the text, rather than over the set of patterns. The main benefit is that now there is only one gap length to consider at each step. This also means that instead of preprocessing the set of patterns, we now must preprocess the text. For the same reason the algorithm is not strictly on-line anymore, as it processes the text w characters at a time. Let us decompose D to be a set of |P| matrices, where D k corresponds to the k-th pattern. Let D The matrix is easy to compute in O(n len(P k )) time using dynamic programming. We now show how it can be computed in O( n/w len(P k )) time using word-level parallelism by processing chunks of w columns in O(1) time.
To this end, assume that we have a bit-matrix V , such that V s,c = 1 iff s = T [c], and 0 otherwise, and where s is any symbol appearing in any of the gapped patterns in the genome sequence of 4, 638, 690 base pairs of Escherichia coli (σ = 4) 6 . Figure 4 (top row) shows the running times for searching a set of randomly generated gapped patterns with 6 keywords of unit length with a fixed number of patterns equal to 50 and 100, respectively, and such that the maximum gap varies between 5 and 60. Figure 4 (middle row) shows the running times for searching a set of randomly generated gapped patterns with 6 keywords of unit length with a fixed maximum gap of 20 and 40, respectively, and such that the number of patterns varies between 25 and 200. We used a logarithmic scale on the y axis. Note that the number of words used by our algorithm is equal to 6 × |P|/w , so it is between 3 and 19 in our experiments since w = 64. The experimental results show that the new algorithms are significantly faster (up to 50 times) than the pma algorithm in this particular scenario.
The gq-matcher-t algorithm is preferable if the text can be processed by reading w symbols at a time. This implies that, in the worst-case, we report an occurrence of a pattern at position i in the text only after reading the symbols up to position i+w −1. This condition may not be feasible for some applications. Otherwise, albeit slower, the gq-matcher algorithm is a good choice.
To compare the performance of pma and our algorithms for arbitrary keyword lengths we performed another benchmark. Figure 4 (bottom row) shows the running times for searching a set of patterns with 2 keywords and a fixed maximum gap of 20 and such that the keyword length varies between 2 and 6. In the benchmark to the left the number of patterns is calculated using the formula 4w/2l, where l is the keyword length, so as to fix the total number of symbols, i.e., len(P), to 4w (i.e., 4 words in our algorithm). In the one to the right the number of patterns is fixed to 50, so that len(P) increases as the keyword length grows. The benchmark shows that our algorithms are significantly faster than pma up to keyword length 4, while for longer keywords they have similar performance.
